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About This Game

VirtuaCreature is a monster care simulation highly influenced by the creature-craze of the past. You'll be responsible for all
facets of your creature, and the effort you put in will reflect in how it grows. From baby to beast - it's in your hands!

Everything you do influences the growth and evolution of your monster. Create a balance between different activities and
healthy feeding habits, and you will have a balanced creature. Abuse the same activity or item too hard, and it will develop high
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strengths - and extreme weaknesses.

Play multiple unique minigames to discipline your creature - Will you train it to physical peak, or give it a more playful
attitude?

Purchase and combine ingredients to make various different stat-boosting items. Keep track with an in-game recipe book, and
craft accordingly to your needs!

Everything needs food, and your creature is no exception! Every activity you do while playing drains its hunger in small
increments, and you'll need to feed it in-between strenuous activities or risk it getting unhappy. While you're gone, its hunger

will drain slowly in real time - so make sure you come back and check on it before too long!

Make your creature even stronger through special equipment, obtainable either directly or through special chests - And no, that
doesn't mean lootboxes. Each piece of equipment has a different type, power level and color, so you'll have to match it best to

your beast!
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Compete in breakneck-paced arenas where every second counts - Each enemy prefers one of four "battle stances", and you'll
have to learn which to use yourself to effectively combat it. Push your stats as high as possible to earn an edge over the

competition!

Different arena types for each tier of evolution

Multiple difficulties for each type

"Infinite" arena with increasing scaled difficulty and rewards. How long can you last?

As your creature evolves, the complexity of the art increases exponentially - Go from simple 8-bit blob to a fantastical
steampunk camel, a rhino layered in Aztec patterns, or an icy crocodile that freezes all the water around it. With over 20 unique

designs, your play-through can have tons of variety.

Your Creature Awaits!
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VirtuaCreature offers cute evolving creatures and throwbacks to Tamagotchi days of yore. Unfortunately, the gameplay does not
deliver on what is a compelling initial concept. Pet care and training take place through dreadful minigames, and the combat
system is shallow and boring. These form the core of the gameplay.

I really do like the concept here, but the game is simply not fun to play so I can't recommend it right now. I spent $0.49 on
VirtuaCreature and wouldn't recommend trying it at that price.
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